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1. Introduction 

The products of chemical industry belong undoubtedly to our everyday life. The 

production of fuels, plastics, pesticides and pharmaceutical compounds requires several 

complicated chemical reactions. Highly efficient processes are important for the production of 

useful materials. 

 Since centuries, chemists have already known compounds, that can accelerate the rate of 

chemical reactions by opening reaction pathways with less activation energy and they are not 

consumed in the reaction, they are called catalysts. The application of catalysts in modern 

chemical industry is essential to enhance the efficiency of processes. 

Catalysts are important parts of living organism. These compounds, accelerating 

processes in living organisms, are called enzymes. By gaining more precise knowledge about 

biological processes, more and more information is obtained about the structure and 

behaviour of enzymes. 

Some decades ago, the idea arisen that small organic molecules can provide high activity 

and selectivity similar to enzymes. Such organic molecules are called organocatalysts. 

Similarly to enzymes, a large group of organocatalysts have the so called chiral recognition, 

so they can selectively catalyse the synthesis of optically active compounds, this property is 

called enantioselectivity. 

Application of enantioselective organocatalysts is a part of everyday practice in synthetic 

laboratories, moreover some example of industrial application can be found. Beside intensive 

synthetic researches, only a few mechanistic studies are available. The aim of my work is to 

apply the well-known methods of reaction mechanism investigation (reaction kinetics, 

computational chemistry) for describing the behaviour of organocatalysts.  
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2. Objectives 

Among bifunctional organocatalysts, thiourea and squaramide containing compounds are 

the most important ones catalysing C-C coupling reactions (such as Michael addition) with 

high yield and good enantioselectivity. Systems containing frustrated Lewis pair are a special 

type of organocatalysts. These catalysts are mostly used in hydrogenation reactions.  

Hardly any systematic reaction mechanistic studies are available for organocatalysts. 

Valuable pieces of information can be gained by reaction kinetic and computational chemistry 

methods about reaction mechanism.  

The aim of my work is to apply the well-known reaction kinetics and computational 

chemistry methods of reaction mechanism investigation for solving problems revealed in the 

field of organocatalysis. The following examples were selected: 

Reaction studies were carried out using a selected organocatalyst containing squaramide-

quinine, synthetized by our research group previously, and proven performant in Michael 

addition. For test reaction, the well-studied addition of acetylacetone and -nitrostyrene was 

selected. My aim was to determine the reaction kinetic parameters and to study the reaction 

mechanism. 

Another aim of my study was the general theoretical chemical description of the 

transition states formed in organocatalyzed Michael additions. My goal was to examine, how 

the geometry of the fragments, determining the catalytically active site, can be generalized.  

The third aim of my study was to apply theoretical chemistry methods for the explanation 

of problems arising during the synthesis of catalysts containing frustrated Lewis pairs.  

A long-term objective is to facilitate the tailored synthesis of organocatalysts by kinetic 

and theoretical chemistry methods.   
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3. Methods 

Reaction mechanism study of Michael addition using squaramide-quinine 

organocatalyst: For the determination of reaction kinetic parameters, in-situ IR spectroscopic 

studies were carried out. The formation of catalyst-substrate was examined by NMR 

spectroscopic measurements. The determination of association constant in complex formation 

was determined by Job plot method.  

Structural study of bifunctional organocatalysts: The transition states of catalytic 

systems were studied by theoretical chemistry methods. During quantum chemical 

calculation, density functional theory (DFT) methods were applied. The optimization of 

geometry and electronic energy were calculated using B3LYP functional at 6-311G*level. 

Conformation analysis was carried out by molecular mechanical method which was calculated 

by MacroModel software as a part of Mastro 9.1. program package.  

Limitation of synthesis of frustrated Lewis pairs (FLP) and their explanation by 

theoretical chemistry methods: The analysis of FLP systems using quantum chemical 

calculation was carried out by DFT method. The optimization of geometry and electronic 

energy were computed using ωB97X-D functional at 6-311G(d,p) or 6-311++G(3df,3pd) 

levels. Zero-point energies and thermodynamic corrections were calculated in the ideal gas – 

rigid rotor – harmonic oscillator approximation. Solvation free energies were determined from 

a polarizable continuum model (IEF-PCM). 
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4. Results 

The main results can be summarized in the following thesis points: 

1. Mechanism of the addition of acetylacetone (49) to -nitrostyrene (20) catalysed by 

cinchona based squaramide catalyst (100) was studied. The kinetic parameters were obtained 

using in situ infrared spectroscopic measurements (Figure 1.). The reaction resulted in the 

Michael adduct ((R)-3-(2-nitro-1-phenylethyl)pentane-2,4-dione, 50) with high 

enantioselectivity (>99%) and yield (98%). The reaction rate equation determined:  

v = d[50]/dt = k·[20]
1
·[49]

n
·[50]

-0,5
·[100]

1
  

where n is 0.5 and 0.9 depending on the electrophile concentration. 

 

Figure 1. Michael addition of acetylacetone (49) to -nitrostyrene (20) catalysed by cinchona based squaramide 

catalyst (100).  

2. Detailed investigation of complexation between the catalyst and substrates was 

performed by NMR spectroscopic measurements. As determined based on Job method, the 

nucleophile (49) and the catalyst (100) formed a 1:1 complex, with Ka = 98,9±1,0 M
-1

 

association constant. The complex formation could not be detected in the case of the 

electrophile -nitrostyrene (20).  

3. The role of the product was investigated in details by reaction kinetics and NMR 

spectroscopic methods. I found that the inhibitory effect of the product was not 

enantiospecific; the addition of products decreased the reaction rate in both cases (R product 

R-50, and its enantiomeric compound S-50). The catalyst-product complex formation was 

also justified by NMR spectroscopic measurements. The NMR investigations also revealed 

that the catalyst was able to promote stereoselective retro-Michael reaction: in contrast to S-

50, the product R-50 transformed back to starting materials. This phenomenon indicates the 

high degree of chiral recognition of this bifunctional organocatalyst (100). 
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4. Based on kinetic and complexation investigations, the following reaction mechanism 

was proposed (Figure 2): First step is the ion-pair adduct formation of nucleophile 

acetylacetone (49) and the catalyst (100). In the second step, the other reactant, the -

nitrostyrene (20) reacts with the pre-complex 49-100 via composing a ternary complex and 

forming a new C-C bond. This bond formation is the rate-determining step of the overall 

process. Afterwards, the product dissociates from the catalyst (100). High excess of any 

reagents takes a negative effect on the catalytic process (saturation kinetics was observed at 

high concentration of both substrates). Formations of non-productive complex may explain 

this phenomenon, such as formation of 49-100-49’. In summary, the access to the active sites 

of the catalyst is the limiting factor of the reaction process. 

 

Figure 2. Proposed catalytic cycle of the Michael addition of -nitrostyrene (20) to acetylacetone (49) using a 

cinchona based squaramide catalyst (100). 

 

5. The geometries of transition states in the bifunctional, hydrogen-bond donor 

organocatalysts were investigated using theoretical chemistry approaches (DFT). The 

geometries were found almost the same (i) if different mechanism model was compared in the 
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same reaction, or (ii) if different substrates were compared using the same catalyst skeleton, 

or (iii) if different catalysts were compared in the same reaction (Figure 3.). The active form 

of organocatalysts mimics the chiral oxyanion holes of enzymes. The relative positions 

between catalytically active sites in the catalyst fragment and substrate-adduct fragment 

determine the enantioselectivity of the system. 

 

Figure 3. Comparison of transition states in different bifunctional, hydrogen-bond donor organocatalysts. a) 

overlay of protonated catalyst fragments (overlaying at cyclohexane skeleton, highlighting the O atoms of the 

acceptors), b) overlay of anionic adduct fragments (overlaying at new C-C bond) 

6. The relative stabilities of transition states were examined in the Michael addition of 

acetylacetone (49) and -nitrostyrene (20) in the presence of thiourea-cyclohexane diamine 

organocatalyst (23) using theoretical chemistry approaches (DFT). The reaction pathway 

towards R product was 3.4 kcal/mol more beneficial than the pathway to S product. The 

energy difference of anionic adduct – protonated catalyst system for separated species was 

divided into interaction and torsion parts (Figure 4.). I found that the reaction pathway for R 

product is preferred for both parts. Thus, the very high enantioselectivity is explained by the 

stronger interaction between the anionic adduct and the catalyst for R product and by the 

smaller deformation (98% ee). 

 

Figure 4. The decomposition of energy by fragments belonging to C-C bond forming transition state: the 

determined geometries and energy differences. Reaction: Michael addition of acetylacetone (49) and -nitrostyrene 

(20) in the presence of thiourea-cyclohexane diamine organocatalyst (23). (H atoms are omitted for clarity, except 

those involved in H-bonding). 
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7. I examined the effect, of the change in torsion angles determining the catalytically 

active hole, on enantioselectivity in the reaction already discussed in point 6. I found that, if 

the torsion angles in the skeleton had been changed, the enantioselectivity would not 

considerably have changed. The result provides further explanation for the high 

enantioselectivity achieved with these types of organocatalyst.  

8. In order to model organocatalytic reactions, the possible application of molecular 

mechanistic methods (MM) was studied in the reaction already discussed in point 6. I found 

that if the part of the catalyst, which is responsible for enantioselectivity is determined, but the 

other parts of the catalyst are not fixed, then the resulted transition states are similar to those 

obtained by DFT method. The DFT calculation for transition states obtained by MM method  

gave back the results obtained by the original DFT method. Thus the results proved that the 

molecular mechanical method, requiring smaller computational effort and consuming less 

time, is suitable for the study of transition states in organocatalyzed reactions, if the 

catalytically active fragment is known. 

9. Synthetic problems of intramolecular aminoborane frustrated Lewis pairs as 

organocatalysts were studied by DFT method. The synthesis of a catalyst with sterically 

demanding functional groups, necessary for regioselective hydrogenation reactions, leads to 

side reactions. Theoretical calculation proved that dative bonded dimer was formed in the 

case of the small phenyl group, dative bonded monomer was obtained in the case of medium 

sterically demanding orto-tolyl group, while in the case of large sterically demanding mesityl 

group the most preferred product is the monomer formed after dyotropic rearrangement. 

These results correlated well with experimental finding. In the case of the mesityl group I 

suggested that the dyotropic rearrangement takes place via quasi-stepwise mechanism (Figure 

5.).  

 

Figure 5. Gibbs-free energy diagram computed for dyotropic rearrangement of mesityl derivative (corrected, 

relative, Gibbs free energy values are in kcal/mol). 
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